Hello Everyone,

Here is the agenda for our conference call scheduled for Wednesday 8/9 at 10am:

**Discussion:**
- Demo of "Copy issues listing to clipboard" - allows you to copy the meeting information and the list of issues associated with that meeting, and paste into your existing agenda template.
- Demo of "Add an issue to an upcoming meeting" - allows you to add the issue from the Issue Details page directly.

**Review of Recent Changes/Enhancements:**
- Issue Details Page - recently updated - additional feedback on the cleaner layout
- Inbox Page - has also been cleaned up throughout
- Updated Tab Formats - are continuing to be deployed throughout the site.
  - Councils and Committees Page
  - Issue Inbox Page
  - Service History (Future Travel Grants, Research Grants, and Awards History)
- Updated User's Guides will be released on 8/9 - https://aait.ucsb.edu/projects/data.management.system/training.resources/

**Bugfixes/Minor Changes:**
- Natalie reported that after archiving more than 2 issues from the inbox, a different set of 2 issues are automatically selected, (although the intended issues are properly archived). **Fixed.**
- Document type was not being colorized on the issue details page. This only affected UCI due to a deployment oversight. **Fixed.**
- Inbox page reload. After a change on the issue details page, the main inbox page was not refreshing to reflect the updated information without a manual refresh. **Fixed.**

**Follow-Up/Awaiting:**
- UCLA possible security review of DMS before deployment.
- Credentials for access to UCLA QDB, as an alternative to nightly data feed.

**Upcoming Effort:**
- Faculty Service History Page, and Service and Grants History Report - formatting updates
- UCLA Production Deployment
- UCLA Grants Module

Our Zoom Meeting ID is: 7978177079

https://ucsb.zoom.us/j/7978177079